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The purpose of this paper is first to discuss the 
methods developed in our three-dimensional pressurized 
water reactor core dynamics code SIMTRAN and its 
coupling to the system code REL AP-5 for general 
transient and safety analysis. Then, we summarize its 
demonstration application to  the  Nuclear  Energy 
Agency  (NE A) / Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Develop- ment (OECD) Benchmark on 
Main Steam Line Break (MSL B), co-sponsored by the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and other 
regulatory institutions. In particular, our work has been 
supported by the Spanish “Consejo de Seguridad 
Nuclear” (CSN) under a CSN research project. 

Our results for the steady states and the guided-core 
transients, proposed as exercise 2 of the MSL B bench- 
mark, show small deviations from the mean results of all 
participants, especially in core average parameters. For 
the full-coupled core-plant transients, exercise 3, a de- 
tailed comparison with the University of Purdue–NRC 
results using PARCS/ REL AP-5, shows quite good 
agreement in both integral and local parameters, 
especially for the more extreme return-to-power 
scenario. 
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kinetics thermal hydraulics 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

SIMTRAN is our three-dimensional (3-D) pressur 
ized water reactor (PWR) core dynamics code, under de- 
velopment and validation for ~10 yr  (Refs. 1 through 5). It 
was developed as a single code merge, with data shar- 
ing through standard Fortran commons, of our 3-D neutron- 
kinetics (NK) nodal code6 SIMULA and the multichannel, 
with cross flows, thermal-hydraulics (TH) code7 COBRA- 
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IIIC/MIT-2. Both codes solve the 3-D NK and TH fields 
with maximum implicitness, using direct and iterative 
methods for the inversion of the linearized systems. 

For the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)/Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) main 
steam line break (/ MSLB) benchmark,8 we have provided 
results for exercise 2, the steady states and guided-core 
transients, using our full SIMTRAN code, which uses CO- 
BRA for the 3-D core TH transient solution with given 
core inlet boundary conditions. For exercise 3, the full- 
coupled core-system transients, we have used our re- 
duced SIMTRAN code (without COBRA) coupled with 
RELAP-5 ( Ref. 9), using the same code version and input 
deck for RELAP-5 as supplied by the University of Purdue– 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ( NRC) group, which 
we fully acknowledge.10,11 They validated the RELAP-5 
system model for exercise 1, while for exercises 2 and 3, 
they used their own 3-D NK code11  PARCS. 

Our results, for the steady states and the guided-core 
transients proposed for exercise 2 of the MSLB bench- 
mark, include a best-estimate scenario, with the physical 
control rod absorption cross-section sets and a return-to- 
power scenario, with reduced control rod absorption cross- 
section sets. These cross-section sets were developed by 
the benchmark coordinators and supplied in its specifi- 
cations.8 Our results show small deviations from the mean 
results of all participants, especially for core average 
parameters, while our detailed 3-D results show higher 
radial and axial power peaks in the all-rods-in-minus- 
one rod stuck-out (ARI-1) and final states, but they show 
a quite good transient evolution. 

For exercise 3, the full-coupled core-plant tran- 
sients, we present a detailed comparison with the Purdue- 
NRC results using PARCS0RELAP-5 (Refs. 10 and 11), 
where we have used the same RELAP-5 version 9  and 
input data decks,11  but with our SIMTRAN neutronics 
solution  ( just as in exercise 2) replacing the PARCS code. 
The agreement is quite good for both integral and local 
parameters, especially for the more extreme return-to- 
power scenario. 



II. THE SIMTRAN CODE FOR 3-D DYNAMICAL
ANALYSIS OF PWR CORES

II.A. Characteristics of SIMTRAN and the Coupling
of Neutronics and TH

SIMULA is our 3-D nodal NK code for PWR cores.
It solves the neutron diffusion equations, in one or
two groups, on coarse-mesh nodes~quarters of fuel as-
semblies! using a linear-discontinuous finite-difference
scheme,6 where the interface net currents are given in
terms of the actual node average and the corrected inter-
face averaged fluxes, using synthetic interface flux dis-
continuity factors for each group and node interface.
SIMULA uses these synthetic coarse-mesh discontinuity
factors, in theXY directions, precalculated by two-
dimensional~2-D! pin-by-pin two-group diffusion cal-
culations of whole core planes.6 In the axial direction it
performs embedded iterative one-dimensional~1-D! fine-
mesh two-group diffusion solutions for each node stack,
with the radial leakage terms interpolated from the 3-D
nodal two-group solution.1–3

To solve the NK equations, with six groups of de-
layed neutron precursors, we use a forward linear time
differencing for the six precursor concentration equa-
tions, which are implicitly substituted in the fission source
nodal equations. The exponential expansion in time of
the fission source, with nodal frequencies from the pre-
vious time step, and its linear time differencing results in
the following nondiagonal linear system:
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where

Sn 5 relative fission source of noden at time t,
with superscript 0 at time~t 2 Dt !

k`n 5 infinite multiplication factor~fission source
over absorptions! of noden

Wnm 5 finite-difference synthetic coefficient, such
that~WnmSn2WmnSm! is the net neutron leak-
age from noden to nodem ~Ref. 6!

Ln 5 mean neutron generation time~s! of noden

Dt 5 time step~s!

vn 5 exponential frequency~s21! of the fission
source at noden, given by

vn 5
1

Dt
ln

Sn~t !

Sn
0~t 2 Dt !

~2!

bn 5 effective fraction of delayed neutrons per fis-
sion of noden

fd 5 fraction of the delayed neutron precursor
groupd ~d 5 1,6!

ld 5 half-life ~s21! of the delayed neutron precur-
sor groupd

Cdn
0 5 relative nodal concentration of the delayed

neutron precursor groupd of noden at the
previous time step~t 2 Dt !.

Note that the extra diagonal terms@fourth to sixth in
Eq. ~1!# are small and positive, except for large negative
frequencies~during rod trips!, which are moved to the
source term in the right-hand side of the equation. This
property preserves the diagonal dominance of the linear
system, required for quick convergence of standard iter-
ative methods, such as the tridiagonal inversion on axial
lines of nodes with overrelaxed Gauss-Seidel on theX-Y
node lines.

The coefficients of the one-group Eq.~1! are itera-
tively calculated from the embedded two-group 1-D ax-
ial fine-mesh diffusion solutions for each node stack.
The full two-group 3-D nodal neutron flux solution is
directly obtained from the nodal fission sources and the
converged fast-to-thermal flux ratios of the 1-D axial
solutions. Only a few~,5! outer and~,20! inner itera-
tions are required for convergence at every time step,
using an exponential extrapolation of the nodal sources
and fluxes to advance the time step and a harmonic in-
terpolation from the axial nodal mesh to the fine mesh
~four or eight fine intervals per node, with 34 nodes in
the active core!.

COBRA-III-C0MIT-2 is a public code7 for core TH
calculations, with implicit cross flows among channels,
and homogeneous two-phase fluids. It is used worldwide
for TH analysis of the departure-from-nucleate-boiling
ratio ~DNBR! in PWR subchannels, as well as for 3-D
whole PWR core simulation with one or more channels
per fuel assembly. COBRA uses a direct inversion at
each plane of the axial flow equations, with cross flows
updated over an outer iteration loop, for the homogenous
model single-phase coolant channels, and a finite-
element direct solution of the fuel rod radial temperature
equations.

SIMTRAN ~Refs. 1 through 5!is our coupled code
for 3-D dynamic analysis of PWR cores, integrating our
NK code SIMULA ~Ref. 6! and the TH code COBRA
~Ref. 7! following the scheme of Fig. 1, where the vari-
ables exchanged and the external variables driving the
transients are shown, together with the correspondence
among both NK and TH nodalizations.

The 3-D core NK-TH coupling is done internally in
SIMTRAN by a semi-implicit scheme, using a staggered



alternate time mesh, as shown in Fig. 2. The TH solution
is advanced over one-half of the NK time step, thus con-
serving energy in first order by taking the NK nodal
power centered in the time step. Then, the implicitly
calculated 3-D TH variables~water density and water
and fuel temperatures! are extrapolated over another half
of the time step for the NK solution. The neutronics con-

stants are thus nearly implicitly calculated in the next
time step as a function of the extrapolated TH variables,
where the limited half-step extrapolation prevents signif-
icant oscillations, allowing for larger time steps.1,5

For the MSLB benchmark,8 the SIMTRAN code was
extended to deal with axial subdivision of cross-section
sets, including varying and moving boundaries, to allow

Fig. 1. Variables for the 3-D neutronics TH coupling in SIMTRAN.

Fig. 2. Temporal coupling of NK and TH for fast transients in SIMTRAN.
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for control rod continuous movement in axially sub-
divided zones0compositions. The synthetic two-group
nodal discontinuity factors were generated by 2-D fine-
mesh diffusion calculations of the different 15 core planes.
This included unrodded and rodded configurations for
the initial, midtransient, and final quasi-steady-state con-
ditions, with axial bucklings and local TH conditions
per node~quarter of assembly! obtained by iterating the
3-D and 2-D solutions, that converged in two or three
iterations.5,12

II.B. Special Models: Mixing of Flow from Loops
in the Vessel and Subchannel Analysis

In reactors with multiple loops, it is of special inter-
est to model the water flow and enthalpy mixing from
the cold legs inside the reactor vessel~downcomer and
bypass! up to the inlet of the core channels, as well as the
mixing from the outlet of the core channels in the upper
plenum up to the hot leg nozzles, as sketched in Fig. 3.
The effect of enthalpy mixing is quite important in the
transients with cooling of a single cold loop5 or with
boron dilution also in a single loop.

SIMTRAN incorporates an empirical model5 of the
mixing among the cold leg inlets to the vessel to yield
the enthalpies at the inlets of the core channels. The
model uses Fermi functions for the inlet channel enthal-
pies in terms of the products enthalpy-mass flow-distance
between the vessel inlets of each loop to the core chan-
nel inlets, with a single parameter that is fitted to the
measurements. The model allows for extreme mass flow
and enthalpy variations per loop, as well as for rotational
mixing. The same functional model is also used for the
mixing from the outlets of the core channels to the vessel

outlet nozzles of the hot legs, with a different mixing
~exponential! parameter, with larger mixing in the hot
upper plenum.5

Another special effect to model is that due to the
changes in the loop inlet temperatures~cold legs!, which
cause changes in the water density of the core reflector
~downcomer and bypass! and hence in the exponential
attenuation of the neutrons that leak from the core through
the vessel internals and wall, thus causing the variation
of the currents at the ex-core detectors. SIMTRAN uses
general response matrices, with exponential attenuation
in the reflectors proportional to the water density changes,
with each detector affected by the different inlet cold
legs, to account for this effect.2–5

Another capability developed in SIMTRAN~Refs. 2
through 5! is to perform detailed DNBR analysis in the
hottest core subchannels, using 3-D and pin-by-pin pow-
ers, by off-line COBRA calculations in one or more sub-
domains, with a detailed adaptive mesh, as sketched in
Fig. 4. Such capability was not required for the MSLB
NEA0Nuclear Science Committee~NSC! benchmark.

III. THE NEA/NSC BENCHMARK ON MSLB IN PWR

The benchmark on MSLB in PWRs was proposed
by the NSC of the NEA0OECD, with the specifications
of Ref. 8. It has been carried out along the following
coordination workshops:

1. April 1997 in Bethesda~USA!, sponsored by the
US NRC

2. June 1998 at CIEMAT~Madrid!, sponsored by
the Spain CSN

3. March 1999 at Garching~Germany!, sponsored
by the GRS

4. September 1999 at the ETSII-UPM, during
MC’99-Madrid

5. January 2000 at the NEA0OECD ~Paris!.

The benchmark is based in the design and operating
data of the Three Mile Island Unit 1 PWR, a Babcock &
Wilcox design, at the end of cycle of a recent 24-month
operation cycle. The objectives of this benchmark are as
follows:

1. verify the capabilities of the TH system codes to
analyze complex transients, with coupled 3-D core
neutronics and plant interactions

2. in-depth testing of the 3-D neutronics TH coupling

3. evaluate the discrepancies between the predic-
tions of the coupled codes in realistic and best-
estimate transient conditions.

Fig. 3. Mixing of flow enthalpy from loops and effect in the
ex-core detectors.
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The phenomenology of the PWR-MSLB transient
includes the following main events:

1. guillotine rupture in one main steam line, in one
of the two reactor loops

2. loss of mass, depressurization and increase of the
steam flow in the secondary side of the affected
steam generator

3. cooling of the primary loop, increase of reactiv-
ity and core power and trip

4. The most reactive control rod, closer to the cooled
loop, is stuck out of the core.

5. The continuous cooling~60 s! can result in return
to criticality, or at least in a return to power, for
the hypothetical scenario with reduced neutron
absorption in control rods.

The MSLB benchmark includes three phases or
exercises:

1. Plant simulation, with point kinetics model for
the core and the standard TH modeling of the primary
and secondary loops:The objective is to verify the re-
sponse of the TH system models.

2. Coupled 3-D neutronics and TH evaluation of
the core response:The objective is to verify the 3-D
neutronics core response with imposed TH core bound-
ary conditions.

3. Full-coupled core-plant best-estimate transient
modeling:This exercise simulates the full transient com-
bining the two first phases, verifying in-depth the cou-
pling of the 3-D core NK and the system TH codes.

III.A. Results of the Second Exercise 2 PWR-MSLB:
Steady States and Guided Transients

Exercise 2 includes the calculation of five steady
states, as a help to validate the cross-section sets and the
3-D core neutronics models. The states 0, 1, and 3 are at
zero power—it is with all temperatures and densities
uniform in the whole core—and with different insertions
of the control rod banks: all rods out~ARO!, control
bank 7 inserted at 900 steps except rod N12 stuck out of
core, and all rods inserted at 0 steps except the same rod
N12 stuck out too, respectively. Case 4 is identical to
case 3, but with the cross sections for all control rods
reduced in their thermal group absorption to allow the
hypothetical scenario of return to power. Case 2 is at full
power and nominal conditions, with control banks as in
case 1.

The results obtained with our SIMTRAN code for
all of these steady states are given in Table I, together
with the mean values from all the participants in this
exercise.8 Our results, for the steady states proposed for
exercise 2 of the MSLB benchmark, show small
deviations from the mean results of all participants, es-
pecially for the core average parameters, as is fully doc-
umented in the final reports of the benchmark.8 Our
detailed 3-D results show higher radial and axial power
peaks in the ARI-1 and final states. These differences are
probably due to the use in our 3-D nodal method of
coarse-mesh correction factors synthetically calculated
by our standard procedures.5,6,12Our preliminary analy-
sis using a full nonlinear analytical coarse-mesh finite-
difference in three dimensions and two groups, recently
implemented,13 shows a much closer agreement with other
advanced nodal codes.

Fig. 4. Analysis of the DNBR per subchannels in subdomains with adaptive mesh.
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Fig. 5. Total core power versus time in the guided MSLB transient with return to power.a

Fig. 6. Maximum nodal temperature in the guided MSLB transient with return to power.a

aThe Purdue0NRC 2 solution was given by PARCS coupled to RELAP-5 in parallel channels.8,11 The UPM-SIMTRAN solution
is by our SIMTRAN code, using COBRA with one channel and fuel rod per fuel assembly.8,13 The mean curve is the average of
the solutions from all participants.8
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In this way the permutation matrices for the GI are just
the same ones generated to couple PARCS with RELAP-5
or TRAC-M ~Refs. 10 and 11!, simplifying the manage-
ment of the databases for validation and applications.

In the implementation in SIMTRAN, we have used
our semi-implicit scheme for time coupling in a stag-
gered mesh, described in Sec. II.B and Fig. 2. In the
present version, named SIMREL, all the COBRA rou-
tines have been suppressed, acquiring instead all the TH
variables from the system code RELAP-5.

In the distributed data decks for RELAP-5~Ref. 11!,
the number of hydraulics channels parallel or coupled in
the core and reflectors is limited to 18 and 1, respec-
tively, for a reduced and practical nodalization that is
similar to the one used in the guided-transient~exercise
2! of the MSLB benchmark, while the number of heat
structures that are used is much larger, with one mean
fuel rod for each fuel assembly. In future work, we plan
to reinsert the COBRA code for a more detailed TH core
modeling, using one mean hydraulic channel and fuel
rod per assembly or quarter of assembly. This requires
special procedures to preserve the consistency in the vari-
ables of both TH codes~COBRA and RELAP-5! at the
core inlet and outlet.

III.C. Results for the Exercise 3 PWR-MSLB:
Coupled Plant and 3-D Core Transients

We have applied SIMTRAN in its version SIMREL
interfaced with RELAP-5 to the transients of exercise 3

of the PWR-MSLB benchmark in both best-estimate
and return-to-power scenarios. The neutronics data-
bases of SIMTRAN are identical to the ones developed
and validated in the exercise 2~Ref. 12!, generated as
described above. The TH databases of RELAP-5 are
identical to the ones developed and validated by the
Purdue-NRC group in exercises 1 and 3 of the bench-
mark,11 where the whole plant is modeled.

In Tables II, III, and IV and Figs. 8, 9, and 10, we
collect our results obtained with SIMTRAN coupled to
RELAP-5, together with the results obtained by the
Purdue-NRC group with PARCS coupled to RELAP-5,
to verify the agreement of our code implementation. The
time step used is the same for all cases, a fixed step of
0.01 s given by RELAP-5, with a nodalization that al-
lows this time step without violating the Courant limit
along the transients.

Table II includes the sequence of events and times
of occurrence for both MSLB transient scenarios, with
both code systems. For both scenarios, SIMTRAN0
RELAP-5 shows a delay of a few hundredths of second
with respect to PARCS0RELAP-5, probably due to the
differences in their time coupling methods, semi-implicit
in our case and explicit in the other case.

The results in the core integral parameters~reactiv-
ity or power level! and the power distributions at char-
acteristic times of the transient~radial and axial peaking
factors and axial offset of power! also are very close for
both code systems. Table III includes these parameters at
the initial steady state and at the time of maximum power

Fig. 7. Scheme of the coupling between PARCS or SIMTRAN and RELAP-5 or TRAC-M.
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Fig. 8. Dynamical reactivity evolution with SIMTRAN1 RELAP-5 and PARCS1 RELAP-5.

Fig. 9. Core total and fission powers with SIMTRAN1 RELAP-5 and PARCS1 RELAP-5.

Fig. 10. Core average and maximum nodal fuel temperatures in MSLB transients with SIMTRAN1 RELAP-5 and PARCS1
RELAP-5.
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3-D shape as a fraction of the total power is just multi-
plied afterward by the decay heat power given as tables
in the benchmark specifications for both scenarios.

As shown in Fig. 10, the agreement in the maximum
nodal fuel temperatures~Doppler! is very good for the
return-to-power case, as in the core average Doppler tem-
perature for both scenarios. In the best-estimate case a
slightly higher difference is observed at the second
maximum.

We observe in both codes an increase of;20% of
the maximum fuel temperature, with respect to the ini-
tial, due to the use of one mean fuel rod as a heat struc-
ture in RELAP-5 per fuel assembly, and remarkable
agreement between both codes in the maximum fuel tem-
perature, for the extreme return-to-power scenario.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING WORK

We have successfully validated our SIMTRAN code
in the NEA0NSC benchmark of the PWR MSLB~Ref. 8!,
both for core steady state and transient analysis and for
whole system transient analysis, coupled to the RELAP-5
code. The differences in the core averages and 3-D dis-
tributions of the most relevant parameters are well within
the acceptance criteria of nuclear design and safety analy-
sis. This validation is consistent with our previous SIM-
TRAN results for the NEA0OECD rod ejection and bank
withdrawal benchmarks in PWRs~Refs. 1, 3, 5, and 12!,
as well as our extensive validation against PWR core
operating data.2,4,12Validation of the TH system RELAP-5
code was out of the scope of our work since we just
adopted to interface our SIMTRAN code with this widely
used TH system code to rely upon the bulk of validation
work done by others elsewhere.

Our ongoing work follows two main lines: first, to
improve the accuracy and efficiency of our NK nodal
code, using a full nonlinear analytical coarse-mesh finite-
difference nodal method in three dimensions and two
groups recently developed and demonstrated,13 and sec-
ond, to improve the accuracy of the reduction of the TH
subchannel models to the assembly or multiassembly av-
erage channel models, including extended correlations
for the channel-averaged nonlinear void fractions and0or
coolant densities and effective Doppler fuel tempera-
tures, as well as the extensions of the general and con-
sistent coupling with RELAP-5 and other TH system
and core codes, such as TRAC-M and COBRA-TF.
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